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About This Game

IMPORTANT: XLR is an Early Access game that is still under active development. That means many aspects of it are still
rough around the edges, or are just plain missing. 5d3b920ae0

Title: XLR
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Metaware Limited, LLC
Publisher:
Metaware Limited, LLC
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon X2, or equal at 2.0 GHz
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After the update, it's a new game. Still WIP now (buggy too) but is going to support lot of features missing in other multiplayer
shooters for Vive: a better locomotion (it seems comfortable too), a better weapon management (inspired by H3VR), classess of
soldiers, a better graphics.. After the update, it's a new game. Still WIP now (buggy too) but is going to support lot of features
missing in other multiplayer shooters for Vive: a better locomotion (it seems comfortable too), a better weapon management
(inspired by H3VR), classess of soldiers, a better graphics.. I understand that this game is still in early access, but it seems to
have several fundimental flaws. The bigest flaws I take issue with are the wonky controls and for me personally, the fact that the
game assumes you are only 5'8". I'm quite a bit taller than that and this makes it very difficult to use the game's weapons in any
effective way when the avatar's shoulders comes out of where my sides are. Not to mention how disconcerting this is. The
developers need to work on scale and overall weapon handling. Maybe take a page from Raw Data and let you calibrate your
height when setting up the game.. Abandonware.. Not good yet. Like others have said, it has potential. But right now it is not
good or fun. There is absolutely no structure to the game. You are plopped down into an open space, given some guns and
turrets then baddies come at you. The controls are bad, the guns track badly, the reloading mechanism make you want to just
forget that the game has guns to play with, it is so low rez that you cannot tell what is going on. This is alpha state, maybe even
pre alpha. Give the developers time to actually produce a game and not just proof of concept for friends to play, then maybe it
will be worth selling to people.. No updates in yonks - it's dead.
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